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SOUND EXAMPLES: 

https://soundcloud.com/uibkmedan/sets/behringer-ms1_ms101-

mods 

  

https://soundcloud.com/uibkmedan/sets/behringer-ms1_ms101-mods
https://soundcloud.com/uibkmedan/sets/behringer-ms1_ms101-mods
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LABELING CONVENTIONS IN THIS DOCUMENT 

Front of PCB = potentiometers look at you and midi jacks are on top 

Back of PCB = back looks at you and midi jacks are on top 

OG = original (SH101) 

 

REFERENCES 

Some of these documents are helpful for info about classics mods of the SH101/ MC202: 

http://manuals.fdiskc.com/flat/Roland%20SH101%20Service%20Manual.pdf 

https://www.gearslutz.com/board/attachments/electronic-music-instruments-electronic-

music-production/207196d1291625902-roland-sh101-nova-mod-sh-101.pdf 

http://dl.lojinx.com/analoghell/RolandSH101-NovaMod.pdf 

http://www.cykong.com/Synths/Roland%20MC-202/RolandMC-202.htm 

 

SOME DIFFERENCES TO THE SH101 

In technical terms, notable differences between the Behringer and the Roland are:  

 FFM /Velocity CV out; Sysex control, etc. 

 glide circuit being partly digitally controlled (adjustable per sysex, *but* potentiometer is 

analogue)  

 SMD components replacing through-hole components 

 modern equivalents replacing proprietary Roland ICs (most notably in the VCF, VCA and 

the TL062c po-amp in the envelope generator, which, however, is deemed legit for 

SH101 servicing). In the VCF/VCA section you can find more details on technical changes. 

About those differences you can easily OCD, but I decided to take the Behringer for what 

it is – a sweet and fun synth. 

 

 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MS-101 AND MS-1 

Apart from the name I haven’t detected any so far.  

 

DISCLAIMER 

Please be kind to other people and your environment! Please solder responsibly  The mods 

you do are yours, yet if you sell mods based on my findings, please be in touch (best via PM 

on GS or modulargrid) for donating to charity. 

 

http://manuals.fdiskc.com/flat/Roland%20SH101%20Service%20Manual.pdf
https://www.gearslutz.com/board/attachments/electronic-music-instruments-electronic-music-production/207196d1291625902-roland-sh101-nova-mod-sh-101.pdf
https://www.gearslutz.com/board/attachments/electronic-music-instruments-electronic-music-production/207196d1291625902-roland-sh101-nova-mod-sh-101.pdf
http://dl.lojinx.com/analoghell/RolandSH101-NovaMod.pdf
http://www.cykong.com/Synths/Roland%20MC-202/RolandMC-202.htm
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REMOVING THE MAIN PCB 

Pull Knobs and slider caps from top panel. Pull ribbon clips from Bender Board. Remove 3 

long spacers (loosen with pliers). Remove 10 black screws (one is hidden between the two 

bender ribbons, and one between the big jack sockets). Remove 3 chrome screws above 

spacers of button board (don’t lose the washers). Gently lift bottom of PCB and pull the PCB 

towards you. When lose, lift up. Watch the small ribbon connected to the button board. 

You can disconnect the small ribbon going to the button board by flipping up the little latch 

on the connector. Be gentle when removing and putting back in! 

 

 

REMOVING THE BUTTON BOARD 

Remove the three spacers and the black screws. No need to fear button caps falling out – 

everything is excellently fastened onto the PCB. 
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PLACES FOR INSTALLING JACK SOCKETS AND POTENTIOMETERS 

Even without reconfiguring the chassis drastically, the MS101 offers plenty of space for 

additional interfaces. Best places are the back panel between the USB socket and the mod 

grip sockets and side panels at the area of the main PCB. 

 

Actually, you can easily install a second row of 3.5 sockets (I use tayda) underneath the 

existing ones as there is still enough place between those and the bottom plate. If holes are 

placed carefully, you can even install another row of 3.5 sockets above the existing ones 

(also facing to the backside, not the top face plate) where the space between PCB and 

chassis is not obstructed by capacitors or other higher components.   

As for the sides, if you don’t use the mod grip, the entire area on the left (on picture above 

over the Bender PCB is available for pots, jacks, and switches. The entire right side is fully 

available since even the small “canyon” between outer layer and the layer separating the 

keyboard is wide enough to install sub-miniature switches and pots that are not too deep. 
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Note that the metal bottom plate is not entirely flat, so the maximum lowest point where 

your additional components should end is the little denture in the plastic spacer as seen in 

the picture above.  

As for the top face place, there are even some spaces where there is enough space between 

PCB and plastic, and the entire area underneath VCA and Envelope (left of the FFM amount 

pot) is free underneath the chassis, so place switches and pots there if desired.  

 

If you want to go full hard core, there is also space for smaller pots *over* the sliders! 

 

Place for pots and switches 
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Other options include breakout boxes or Eurorack breakout panels, best connected by 

means of a d-sub connector. Here are some ideas: 
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Check also: https://www.modulargrid.net/e/behringer-ms1-expander 

My current unit…  

  

https://www.modulargrid.net/e/behringer-ms1-expander
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SUPER SECURING THOSE POTS AND SLIDERS 

I personally don’t think fastening the potentiometers with nuts to the chassis is necessary, 

but you can well do so. 

 

A little bit of a nuisance, on the other hand, is that the sliders are not protected against dust, 

which might result (depending on your environment) in crackling on the long run. You can 

prevent this by adding some thin felt pads with a little slit in them.  
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SOUND MODIFICATIONS 

1 VCO 

In the MS101 (and I assume the MS1) the 3340 VCO is placed on a sub-module on the main 

PCB. This sub-module offers more options than the MS/SH utilizes. 

 

http://www.coolaudio.com/docs/COOLAUDIO_V3340_DATASHEETS.pdf 

1.1 SOFTSYNC 

According to the OG 3340 datasheet, this needs a 1n cap between the IC pin and the signal 
input and a 100n cap between ground and input. Actually, it works also fine if you wire the 
input to IC pin 9 (bottom right) with a 1k resistor in between, yet using caps is cleaner. This 
works best with pulse wave input.  

To make musical sense with this, your input VCO should be tracked (1v/oct) and lower than 
your internal VCO. Sync sounds typically “best” when internal VCO is pitch modulated.  

Proper hard sync, on the other hand, needs a little extra circuit (see datasheet linked above). 
Not the cleanest, yet quite nice results, however, can be had by feeding TRI or SAW waves 
directly to the pin. 

 

1.2 LINEAR FM INPUT 

Try 1megaohm resistor in between input and pin 11 (right row, third from bottom) or right 
side of C4. Does not sound so spectacular on FM but can be used as additional LFO 
modulator input if needed.    

http://www.coolaudio.com/docs/COOLAUDIO_V3340_DATASHEETS.pdf
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1.3 PWM CV INPUT 

Easiest place is to wire CV input to the PWM trimmer at the back of the PCB. Either use top 

pin or bottom left and put a 1k resistor in between. Used with -5/+5 V this covers the whole 

span of PWM, so it might be a good idea to put a potentiometer in between. BTW:  PWM on 

the MS101 seems to be wider than on OG, with the waveform “disappearing” when 

modulated internally. Your CV input, however, takes even this up a notch.   

 

1.4 ADDITIONAL PITCH CV INPUT (IF CV INPUT IS NOT ENOUGH) 

For (exponential) FM applications I think the neatest point (just put 1k resistor in between 

for safety) is the bottom right pin of IC5 (po-amp in the pitch cv summing node). 

Alternatively, you can go to the Pitch CV Pin of the VCO sub-module with a 1mega resistor.  

 

2. MIXER SECTION AND NOISE 

2.1 INDIVIDUAL VCO WAVEFORMS DIRECT OUTPUTS 

You can tap the individual waveform outputs of the VCO at their respective volume faders 

on the back of the PCB. You have two options: a) pre-fader waveform (always full volume) 

which is tapped at top left pin of the slider, and b) post-fader (level according to slider) 

which is the second left pin of the lower row of pins. Put a 1k resistor in between for safety.  

 

 

TOP LEFT 

LOWER ROW 
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2.2 INDIVIDUAL SUBOSC WAVEFORMS DIRECT OUTPUTS  

You can do the same for the SUBOSC by tapping the pins of the SUBOSC select switch at the 

back of the PCB. Upper pin = - 1 OCT, second lowest = - 2 OCT, lowest = - 2 OCT narrow PW. 

 

2.3 VCO MIX OUTPUT 

Waveform mixing is done in the SH/MS passively by resistors: R145 (680k) = Square, R155 

(470k) = Saw, R161 (470k) = Tri, R187 (820k) = Sub, R189 (51k) = Ext, R195 (200k) = Noise. 

Their sum goes through a capacitor (C121 = OG c45) and then into the filter. In the MS this 

happens in the lower area between the noise and audio input level sliders.  

Unfortunately, the level of the mix signal at C121 is too low for proper external use with a 

modular. You could increase the gain with an op-amp, or, more easily, tap each output pin of 

the Source Mixer sliders and sum with separate resistors. To keep the signal levels high yet 

maintain the volume ratios, you could go for resistor values of a tenth of the above resistors, 

i.e. 6.8k for square, 4.7k for saw and tri, 8.2k for sub, etc. Connect the other ends of all those 

resistors together to the tip pin of your output socket.  

 

2.4 NOISE DIRECT OUTPUT  

You might have guessed, this too you can tap at the fader on the PCB back, top left pin. 

 

2.5 EXTERNAL INPUT WITH DECREASED VOLUME 

The external audio input of the MS is designed for line level signals rather than modular level 

signals. Since this is the case, the external in slider also has a very limited range for filter 

feedback tricks (feeding the main output back into the external in). If you use feedback or 

modular level inputs more often than line in, it makes sense to replace the existing 51k 

resistor (R189) with a resistor of a value between 470k and 680k.  

 

2.6 ALTERTNATIVE SUBOSC OUTPUT TO EXTERNAL INPUT FADER 

You can use the external input fader for dialing in a second sub oscillator wave, but this only 

works when a cable is plugged into the ext in socket or if the little metal flap on the side of 

the socket is removed (this is the normal pin which goes to ground). Wire the output pin of 

the desired sub wave (see above) to a 560k resistor, which then goes to the input pin of the 

external audio fader. Use a switch to deactivate the sub-wave, so you can use external in as 

per usual.   
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3 LFO WAVES DIRECT OUTPUTS 

On the back (or front, if needed) of the waveform select knob you can tap the individual 

waves. I use selected wave to a 3.5 jack socket for use with my modular.  

 

 

4 ENVELOPE 

 

In terms of schematics, the MS envelope is an *exact* copy of the SH101 envelope with the 

most notable difference being that a TL062C po-amp is used as a replacement for the 

obsolete one by Roland. The TL062C is handled as a *legit* substitute in several for a, with 

users reporting to have successfully implemented them in their original SHs.  
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Some youtuba influenza bears seem to have measured linear envelope responses (OG has an 

expo behaviour), but if I can halfway trust my JSCOPE plugin, this seems bogus: 

 

Some users also complained about the travel of the decay slider being awkward with 

especially the very short times as dialed in in the first third of the slider not being “musically” 

scaled. With this I agree, and below is a suggestion as how change this behavior. 

 

4.1 ENVELOPE OUTPUT 

Envelope direct out can be had top left pin of IC28 or right side of R220. Two other, easy to 

access points are the ENV pin of the VCA control switch and the ENV pin of the PWM control 

switch. This allows, amongst other things, routing ENV to pitch. I currently use the ENV pin of 

VCA select to pitch but this drains the volume envelope a bit. Using a buffer might help here.  
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4.2 ENVELOPE TIME MOD 

C125 (OG C59 – 4.7u/16v) is the capacitor discharging into the envelope output, so changing 

it to higher values results in longer times, while smaller values have the opposite effect.  

You can use a SPDT switch for selecting between the original 4.7u and a 1u-2.2u for shorter 

times (so you have more travel on the decay slider for dialing in snappiness). For doing so, 

you need to lift the positive (upper) leg of C125 and solder a wire into the PCB hole where 

this leg used to be. This wire goes to the middle lug of your switch. One of the two other legs 

goes to your now free leg of C125 and the other one to the positive leg of your other 

capacitor. The negative leg of the latter goes to ground. This trick was inspired by Frequency 

Central’s System X Envelope. To my taste the original 4.7u and a 2.2u Tantalum cap are fine.  

 

 

4.3 DECAY SLIDER ADJUSTMENT 

The lower region of the slider travel where snappy drum sounds can be dialed in is a little bit 

short. If you do not want to replace the slider or capacitor, a trick to compensate for this is 

to wire a resistor (100k to 220k sound best to me) between the top left pin of decay and 

ground (optionally with a switch in between). This drains a small amount of the overall 

voltage and spaces out slider travel a little bit (ENV level is also slightly reduced, as is the 

release time). While this is possibly not the most elegant solution, it is least intrusive and 

harmless to the circuit. Resistor values between 100k and 220K sound best to me. 
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5 VCF 

The MS101 filter is technically slightly different to that of the SH101 in that the famous 

Roland IR3109 is not used but two VM13700 (=LM138700) instead. How much this is cause 

for OCD comparisons as regards sonic differences is up for grabs, yet other modern Roland-

based designs, such as the Frequency Central System X Filter, go similar ways with good 

success. In fact, for understanding the MS Filter in technical terms, comparing it with the FC 

System X (based on the Roland System 100M VCF) is quite helpful. This also means a couple 

of nice extras, such as the availability of different filter pole outputs in addition to the 4pole.  

 

As you can see on the picture, each half of the two VM13700 comprises one LP cell (and 

buffer), so IC 25 gives you 1pole (6db) left and 2pole (12db) right, etc. The individual pole 

outputs are phase shifted, as is not uncommon in such designs (see, for instance Intellijel’s 

Dr. Octature). This means that if you mix 6db out with 24db out, you obtain a band pass 

filter. If you mix 12db with 24 db, your sound fattens up and lets through higher frequencies. 

If you mix 18db with 24db almost the entire signal is cancelled out. 

 

5.1 6DB/12DB/18DB/24DB DIRECT FILTER OUTPUTS 

Direct Filter outputs at different slopes are easy to have: just wire a 1k resistor to the 

respective IC pins pictured above and those then to output jacks. Soldering to IC pins is scary 

but here the fact that you wire to each lowest pad makes this not so tricky. Just make sure 

that you don’t have stray wire or solder touching the pin above. Mixing those filter outs with 

an external inverting mixer gets your party started – different filter types anyone? 
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5.2 BANDPASS FILTER OUTPUT 

Mix the output of 6DB and that of 24DB by means of two 10k resistors to your BP output.  

 

5.3 INTERNAL SELECT SWITCH FOR FILTER TYPES TO VCA  

If you want to decouple the existing connection of VCF to VCA, lift the left side of C133and 

wire a rotary switch to the filter pole outputs and the output of your switch to the left side 

of C133 with a 150k-200k resistor in between (otherwise the signal clips horribly). 

You can also keep C133 in and just add different signals from your filter pole outputs to 

achieve variations and filter overdrive. Here’s what I have on a dual rotary switch 

A: Nothing (i.e. original state) 

B: 24db through 150k (boosted low pass) 

C: 12db through 150k (boosted mix of 12+24db) 

D: 6db through 150k (bandpass) 

E: 12db through 150k and left of R164 through 56k (bandpass with drive) 

F: left of R164 through 22k (drive, inspired by cykong’s MC202 mods) 

 

 

 

5.4 FILTER FEEDBACK 

You can easily route the main audio output back into the External Input of the MS for adding 

feedback/overdrive. Routing the headphones output through the MS audio input, however, 
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the signal clips nastily at an early stage. If you have installed the external input level 

reduction mod, then clipping is reduced. 

A nicer way to beef up the sound is to route the VCA input back into the VCF input by wiring 

left side of C133 to C123. I find a 56k resistor in between just hits a nice spot – the MS 

becomes quite louder but does not clip. Lower resistor values introduce distortion. 

 

5.5 EXTERNAL Cutoff CV INPUT (even more than already available) 

Should your VCF VC input on the back not be enough, you can wire additional ones to the 

input pin of your VCF CV input socket. Put a diode and/or low value resistor in between, 

depending on preferred application.  

 

5.6 FFM SOURCE TRIANGLE INPUT 

This can also been done with a 100k potentiometer connecting the TRI Wave output (tapped 

at Source Mixer slider pre-fader) to the middle lug of FM amount. Ground not connected.  

 

5.7 VELOCITY CV TO FILTER CUTOFF 

Of course, you can plug the VELO out to filter CV in but the effect then is always 100%. For 

attenuated or switched VCF Velocity, wire the tip pin of the Velocity CV out jack socket to a 

100k pot or an on/off/on switch (with a ca. 50k resistor on one of your “on” lugs) an this, in 

turn, to the input pin of the Filter CV input jack socket. 

  

 

5.8 INCREASED RESONANCE 

The maximum resonance of the MS101 is already high enough for self-oscillation, but should 

you want to increase it even more, lower the value of R174 (17K4 = OG R113 [15k]. You do 

not need to replace the resistor but can wire across another resistor in parallel. Values 

between 33k and 22k are useable (15K is already too much and gives you garble). This makes 

also sense in conjunction with feedback (VCA output back into the VCF input), since the 

latter slightly reduces the maximum resonance. Get that thang screaming! 
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6 VCA  

 

The proprietary BA662 by Roland has been replaced by a VM13700 (=LM13700) with 

according adjustments. What is also added is a VCA offset trimmer, which had been planned 

for the SH101 but never implemented (you can see this on the PCB of the SH).  

 

6.1 VCA GATE DECLICK  

This is to taste – I personally like the little clicks when using gate on the VCA, so I reduced 

them by wiring a 0.1uf ceramic capacitor between ground and the GATE input pin of the VCA 

control select switch.  
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6.2 VCA OVERDRIVE 

The Filter signal enters the VCA via R175 and R184. You just need to mod one of these for 

overdrive, but both will give different sonic results – so make your pick or just mod both with 

two different potentiometers. Best wire a 50k resistor to one end of the resistor and wire a 

100k potentiometer between the other leg of the same resistor and the free end of your 

new 50k resistor. This way you can decrease your resistance of R175 or R184 and thus hit 

the VCA harder. Your pot might just fit on the top panel over the VCA select switch. Using 

R175 gives a more interesting sound, described by cykong as being in the direction of a 

distorted TB303. Using higher resistor values, this is not so very much different from the 

filter feedback mod described above, but when you go lower, some screeching starts. See 

also 5.3. 

 

6.3 VCA INSERT 

Should you want to bypass the filter, you can decouple the VCA by lifting the left side of 

C133 and wiring it to a switched jack (tip to left of C133 and “normal” to freed pad on PCB). 

Use this in conjunction with the Oscillator Mix Output for inserting other filters, for instance.  

 

6.4 VCA CV INPUT 

You can feed amplitude CV control signal into the MS. Wire a diode to the bottom right leg 

of T25 and your input socket to the diode. This CV signal is added to the internal GATE/ENV 

CV signal, which, I think makes musical sense. You can use this for tremolo or wilder AM 

effects. 

If you want to be more drastic and be able to deactivate the internal CV signal entirely or 

switch between GATE/ENV and external VCA CV, then remove R127 (12k) and wire a 12K 

resistor to the right solder pad that has just become free and this, in turn, to the tip of a 

switched jack. The left solder pad where R127 used to be goes to “normal” of the switched 

jack. This way, when plugging a cable in, you break the internal CV connection.  

 

6.5 KEYBOARD VELOCITY TO VCA  

Wire the TIP pin of the Velocity CV output jack to a diode, which you wire to a 100k 

potentiometer, the wiper of which you wire to the bottom right leg of T25. This way you can 

adjust velocity sensitivity with your potentiometer.  
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6.6 LFO TO VCA 

Wire the LFO SELECTED WAVE output pin (see under LFO) to the bottom right leg of T25 with 

a 100k potentiometer in between.  

 

6.7 FM SOURCE TO VCA 

Just wire input pin of the FFM depth potentiometer to your 100k pot and the wiper of that 

to the output pin of the VCA control select switch. Combine this with “LFO to VCA” by 

inserting a SPDT switch. There is space on the chassis right next to the FFM section  
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7. BENDER BOARD 

7.1 GLIDE POTENTIOMETER ADJUSTMENT 

The glide potentiometer on the right can be traced right to the connector pins, which, on the 

main board, lead to the CPU, which means the supply basic voltage in this circuit is digitally 

controlled. Hence, you can also control Min and Max Glide times of the MS by Sysex. 

For everyday manual use, however, the scaling of the potentiometer seems less than ideal 

with little action and then suddenly too much. You can easily fix parts of this this by 

spreading the travel of the potentiometer. Wire a resistor of 22k- 56k between the wiper 

(middle pin) and ground on the backside of the PCB. This reduces the overall glide length and 

means that you have more meaningful control over glide between zero and 12 o’clock than 

in the version delivered by Behringer. I personally like 33k best. What this does not fix so 

well is the “dead” area of the potentiometer at the very beginning (until ca. 8 o’clock) – 

don’t know if exchanging the B100K pot for lower values would improve this significantly. 

 

 

7.2 LFO MOD (VIBRATO) INTENSITY CV 

Instead of using the bender for Vibrato LFO intensity, you can use control voltage. On the 

PCB front, just under the power button, search the fourth pin from the left of the ribbon 

connector – that’s your CV point. CV amount is regulated by the LFO mod slider over the 

bender. 
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 8. TRIGGER FROM RD8 CONVERTER 

This is of interest when using the Ms101/01 with trigger sequencers and Behringer’s RD8 in 

particular. The MS does not accept short trigger spikes for forwarding the sequencer one 

step, which is an old Tr808+Sh101 trick.  

You can easily change this by turning the trigger spikes of your sequencer to short RC 

envelopes that are enough to be recognized by the MS. Just build a little box according to 

the pictures below (you can even house the components in a cable) - users report that caps 

between 0.1uf to 1uf work. 0.1uf works best if you want 16 trigger steps to work seamlessly 

(thanks to Digiphex at GS). 

This circuit is passive, i.e. it does not need supply voltage. A trigger charges the capacitor and 

the diode prevents the voltage to go back where it came from, so the energy is slowly 

discharged forward, resulting in a short envelope. Check for the right lugs of your jacks/cable 

(ground to ground). 

 

 

 

 

Have fun modding! 


